The importance of the behavioral changes of females during Oesterus combined with the time of insemination to reach the optimum
conception (Schutte and Dicks – Kunsmatige Inseminasie) is of utmost importance.
Time
6 am – noon
Noon – 6 pm
6 pm – midnight
Midnight – 6 am

Table 1. When Cows Show Heat
Percent cows showing heat signs
22 %
10%
25%
43%

*Table 1 from Cornell University
Cows first Showing Oestrus
In the morning
In the evening

When to AI for best results
Should be Bred
That evening
The next morning

Too late for good results
Next day
After 3 pm next day

Females are more active during the cooler periods of the day. It is very important that the helpers must be able to detect heat
signs and secondary heat signs.
Secondary heat signs are:

How is the technique of insemination applied?

•

Willingness to mount other cows

•

Roughened tail head

Preparation and cleaning of apparatus: Make sure that the
apparatus for insemination is ready and placed on a clean
towel on the table (Viljoen’s ABC of Beef Production):

•

Restlessness

•

A pair of sharp scissors, cotton wool and paper towels

•

Clear stringy mucus discharge

•

Long plastic gloves and liquid paraffin

•

Timid and nervous, avoiding other females

•

A sheath holder with one sheath being pulled out half way

•

Urinate more frequently

•

A warm water flask with water at 35˚C

•

Rub tail continuously over vulva

•

•

Look uncomfortable, stretch, arch to indicated something is
happening inside her

A thermometer place upright in the flask to monitor the
water temperature and placed next to the flask with liquid
nitrogen in order to transfer the semen straw quickly into
the pistolet

•

Appetite – they usually have not appetite

•

A flask with liquid nitrogen with the bull semen

Several aids to heat detection are available for producers with
AI programs:

•

Thin plastic sheaths to be pulled over the loaded pistolet to
protect the cervix from dirt

•

Kamar heat mount detector

Procedure:

•

Estrutect heat detectors

1.

Take the female to the crush where she can be handled.
If she was on heat in the morning then the best time to
inseminate her will be from 4 to 6 pm. If heat started at
mid day then she should be inseminated the next day from
6 – 8 am.

2.

Observe the female carefully. Pull the lips of the vulva
apart and see whether the membranes are inflamed.  

3.

Identify the animal. Check your records to see whether
particular females has been inseminated before

4.

Enter the rectum carefully and remove all the manure
inside the rectum and clean the rear quarters with fresh
paper. Train one of the helpers to operate this task.

5.

Lift her tail and put your lubricated hand up the rectum
and massage the uterus to try and cause some mucus to
flow.  From the appearance and texture of the mucus it can
be determined if the female is clean (clear mucus). If the
mucus is abnormal it is futile to inseminate.

These devices are glued to the rump (just forward of the tail
head) of females suspected to be in heat in the near future.
Why are teaser bulls used?
From experience I find it necessary to run a young teaser bull
with the females. Having a bull with them seems to stimulate
the functioning of the genital organs and very soon they will
start coming up on heat, resulting in a heavy calf drop after the
first three weeks.  Teaser bulls are made sterile through a little
operation or the diversion of the sheath. I prefer the latter. A
very practical aid in heat is the presence of a young bull-calf
or two. He will, without fail, try to mount the in-season females.
Such a bull-calf can be put amongst females before six o’clock
in the morning and perhaps before 2 o’clock in the afternoon or
else you can leave him amongst the females. (Making use of a
teaser bull is then optional.)
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Artificial
6.

If all is clear, then proceed to load the pistolet. Lift the
canister with the required semen and use a pair of canister
pliers to remove the semen straw. Place the required
semen straw in a container with water at 35˚C for about
30 seconds. Remove the straw from the water, dry it with a
paper towel. In the mean time the pistolet can be rubbed
to get warmer (don’t handle the semen straw with your
bare hand)

7.

Establish at which end the cotton plug, to serve as a
plunger, is situated and proceed to push this end of the
straw onto the push rod of the pistolet, pushing it back into
the tube of the pistolet. Snip the tip of the straw off with
the scissors (leave 1 cm) and slide the plastic sheath across
the straw to the end of the pistolet where it is gripped by
the little ring on to the taper provided for that purpose.
Cover the pistolet with the thin plastic sheath. The loading
of the pistol needs to be done quickly and inserted into the
vagina as soon as possible.

8.

Carelessness may result in perforation of the vaginal wall
or injury of the cervix or uterus.

9.

Lubricate one hand and arm (left) and push it into the
rectum and get hold of the cervix. Stimulate the female by
massaging the bottom end of the vulva – the female react
with movements. Wipe the vulva clean (downwards) with
cotton wool and let one of the helpers open the vagina.
Slide the loaded pistolet into the vagina upwards. If any
obstacle is encountered tilt the tip of the pistolet up and
down. In most cases it will suddenly move forward. Patience
is required while navigating the pistolet towards the cervix
opening.  Use your little finger to do the navigation.  

10. With the hand holding the cervix it can clearly be
ascertained when the pistolet makes contact with the
cervix due to a gratery feeling. Do not use force and feel
the way forward. Move the tip gently forward through
the cervix. This is sometimes a very slow process. Before
you continue further remove the thin plastic cover from the
pistolet by pulling it out.
11. It is a thrill when the tip of the pistolet protruding through
the last ring of the cervix into the whole body of the uterus
in which the semen can disperse to the separating point
of the two horns. To deposit semen, hold the collar of the
instrument onto which the sheath is secured, between your
two long fingers.  Push the semen out by pushing the rod
forward with your thumb. The cotton wool plug, acting
as a piston, will release the semen. While leaving the
instrument in the cervix, grip the bottom tip of the vulva
gently with the thumb inside it to rub a couple of times
across the clitoris to stimulate the animal with a bit of
excitement. Withdraw the instrument and gently massage
the uterus for quite a while.
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insemination

12. A well experienced inseminator can very carefully
establish on which ovary ovulation is taking place and all
the semen can then, with the proper care, be deposited in
that particular horn of the uterus. This will slightly improve
the results. The thumb rule is to deposit some semen in front
of the cervix inside the body of the uterus, and the rest in
front of the horns of the uterus.
13. Check your records and write details of the semen straw
and date next to the number. Clean the straw and stick it
on a page next to your records for later identification.  

14. Make sure that the flask with liquid nitrogen is closed for
the next AI.

15. Clean the inseminating apparatus to be ready for the next
AI.
Practical tips:
•

Regular practice at inseminating is required to maintain
high conception rates

•

It is not easier to AI heifers (Cervix is sometimes very thin)
and they usually do not produce the best calves – heifers
are still growing and do not have the most milk for their
calves.

•

Select the females that calf down early and put them in
your AI program.

•

Give all the females a multi-vitamin boost 2 weeks before
commencing the AI program.

•

Make use of heat detection aids

•

The inseminator must do a refresher AI course before
commencing the AI program.

•

It is far better to AI females that are on natural heat cycle
than females that have been synchronized.

•

Although synchronization is more costly and has decreased
success rates, it makes management sense. Your local
embryologist can provide an effective program.

•

Most breeders that have been disappointed in the result of
AI have not planned the program properly.

•

Patience is a prerequisite in success for the AI program –
females will sense impatience immediately.

•

In learning the technique of inseminating it is essential to
get well accustomed to the feeling of the genital organs
of the females. Everybody has problems in understanding
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DIENSTE

•
•
•
•

In Vitro Produksie van embrios (IVEP);
Vitrifikasie van embrios;
Spoelings, oorplasings en bevriesing van embrios;
Invoer en uitvoer van gevriesde embrios deur
gesertifiseerde kwarantynfasiliteite in drie provinsies in
Suid-Afrika en Zambie;
• Landbou-ontwikkelingsprogramme;
• Kuddekonsultasie
• IVF laboratoriums in Stellenbosch en Derby
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how it is possible to go into the rectum to feel the cervix
of the female.
•

Temperament of the female can be calmed down by
bringing her friends with her

A patient in the hospital started

•

An important precaution is to be as quiet as possible. Do
not allow any shouting.

and eventually end up in the

•

When the pistolet is loaded the helper can push it
downwards into his trousers to keep the temperature
stable.

•

It sometimes happens that the female is so tensed that her
rectum does not allow that anything can pass through it. If
it happens keep massaging her in the rectum. Don’t use
strength, stay calm and eventually she will calm down and
relax.

I welcome you to the AI enterprise and bid you enjoyment,
success and a great contribution to the quality of your Boran
cattle.

to walk through the hospital

maternity ward in front of the
window where the babies can
be seen. One of the babies was
very ugly and he asked the sister
why has that little bugger got an
AI at the top of his bed. The
sister replied that the AI stands
for Artificial Insemination. The
patient was amazed and replied:
“Spare rod and spoil the child”
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G estation
Date of
Service
01-Jan
06-Jan
11-Jan
16-Jan
21-Jan
26-Jan
31-Jan
05-Feb
10-Feb
15-Feb
20-Feb
25-Feb
02-Mar
07-Mar
12-Mar
17-Mar
22-Mar
27-Mar
01-Apr
06-Apr
11-Apr
16-Apr
21-Apr
26-Apr
01-May
06-May
11-May
16-May
21-May
26-May
31-May
05-Jun
10-Jun
15-Jun
20-Jun
25-Jun
30-Jun
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Date on which animal may be expected
to give birth
Cow
Ewe
07-Oct
30-May
12-Oct
04-Jun
17-Oct
09-Jun
22-Oct
14-Jun
27-Oct
19-Jun
01-Nov
24-Jun
06-Nov
29-Jun
11-Nov
04-Jul
16-Nov
09-Jul
21-Nov
14-Jul
26-Nov
19-Jul
01-Dec
24-Jul
06-Dec
29-Jul
11-Dec
03-Aug
16-Dec
08-Aug
21-Dec
13-Aug
26-Dec
18-Aug
31-Dec
23-Aug
28-Aug
05-Jan
10-Jan
02-Sep
15-Jan
07-Sep
20-Jan
12-Sep
25-Jan
17-Sep
30-Jan
22-Sep
04-Feb
27-Sep
09-Feb
02-Oct
14-Feb
07-Oct
19-Feb
12-Oct
24-Feb
17-Oct
01-Mar
22-Oct
06-Mar
27-Oct
11-Mar
01-Nov
16-Mar
06-Nov
21-Mar
11-Nov
26-Mar
16-Nov
31-Mar
21-Nov
05-Apr
26-Nov

05-Jul
10-Jul
15-Jul
20-Jul
25-Jul
30-Jul
04-Aug
09-Aug
14-Aug
19-Aug
24-Aug
29-Aug
03-Sep
08-Sep
13-Sep
18-Sep
23-Sep
28-Sep
03-Oct
08-Oct
13-Oct
18-Oct
23-Oct
28-Oct
02-Nov
07-Nov
12-Nov
17-Nov
22-Nov
27-Nov
02-Dec
07-Dec
12-Dec
17-Dec
22-Dec

Date on which animal may be expected
to give birth
Cow
Ewe
10-Apr
01-Dec
15-Apr
06-Dec
20-Apr
11-Dec
25-Apr
16-Dec
30-Apr
21-Dec
05-May
26-Dec
10-May
31-Dec
15-May
05-Jan
20-May
10-Jan
25-May
15-Jan
30-May
20-Jan
04-Jun
25-Jan
09-Jun
30-Jan
14-Jun
04-Feb
19-Jun
09-Feb
24-Jun
14-Feb
29-Jun
19-Feb
04-Jul
24-Feb
09-Jul
01-Mar
14-Jul
06-Mar
19-Jul
11-Mar
24-Jul
16-Mar
29-Jul
21-Mar
03-Aug
26-Mar
31-Mar
08-Aug
13-Aug
05-Apr
18-Aug
10-Apr
23-Aug
15-Apr
28-Aug
20-Apr
02-Sep
25-Apr
07-Sep
30-Apr
12-Sep
05-May
17-Sep
10-May
22-Sep
15-May
27-Sep
20-May

27-Dec

02-Oct

Date of
Service

25-May
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L ivestock

Water

Julius Ruechel, GRASS-FED CATTLE
An effective rotational grazing hinges on cattle having access to an adequate supply
of clean water.  Water is required to digest food and flush out toxins produced during
digestion and is a significant component of weight gain: 70 percent or more of cattle’s
total body mass is water. If water intake is restricted, appetite decreases to maintain
the balance between food intake and water processing so all digestive waste can be
flushed from the system.  Water also allows the immune system to function properly by
flushing from the body stress and disease toxins and other by-products of a functioning
healthy immune system. In other words, in cattle, weight gain and good health are tied
to the amount and quality of water they consume.
HOW MUCH WATER DO CATTLE NEED TO DRINK
The quantity of water required by cattle changes dramatically throughout the season
depending on growth rates, moisture in the food, lactation, summer heat, access to shade,
and humidity.
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DAILY WATER CONSUMPTION BY LIVESTOCK
Class				

Ave. Liters per day

Dry cows and heifers		

22L – 56L

Lactating cows			

41L – 68L

Bulls				26L – 71L
Growing cattle
181 kg		

		

13L – 37L

272 kg				

19L – 54L

363 kg				

22L – 66L

Lessons from the herd
Let me tell you about a water system I spent many sleepless
nights trying to repair. One part of the family farm I was
managing was a 242 ha summer pasture some distance from the
main farm. It was divided into a wagon-wheel grazing rotation
around a single central water corral, which was supplied by one
mile of underground pipe from an artesian well at the property
boundary. The grazing cell had just been switched from a 120cow and calf pair summer range, with part of the land set aside
for grain production, to be used exclusively as a summer stocker
grazing operation for more than 350 stockers.
The stockers weight gains on this property were disappointing,
however and were getting worse. The grass was remarkably
lush, the soil showed no nutrient deficiencies, no fault could be
found in the mineral program, and there was an abundance of
unused grass – so what was the problem?
The water trough was always full and seemed to be working
properly, but one day I happened to arrive for a pasture check
when the whole herd was drinking at the water corral. There
was quite a bit of pushing and shoving around the trough, which
the cattle had drunk to the bottom. Although water was still
flowing into it, the sides were bone dry, telling me that the
cattle’s thirst dramatically exceeded the water supply’s flow
rate. This realization was the proverbial light bulb moment
during which all of the cattle’s behavior and weight gain issues
became clear to me.
The water was flowing into the trough at 13L per minute. The

cattle had to wait at the trough all day to get a turn at the
water, and even then, it was simply not enough to meet the
demands of high weight gain. They simply could not drink
enough water to eat more.
The flow from the well had slowed.  After I cleaned out the well
and added a pump, the flow returned to its original volume of
23L per minute at the trough, which had been adequate for the
previous, smaller herd. Still the problem persisted. The stockers
continued to drain the trough faster than the well could refill it,
so the cattle spent their whole day in the water coral, pushing
and shoving to get their turn, instead of grazing in the pasture.
The corral was turning into a muddy, manure-filled fly magnet
and all of the valuable nutrients from the field were quickly
accumulating around the water trough.
Although pumping increased the well’s flow, only a fraction
of the well’s capacity was actually reaching the trough. The
underground lines had been sized for the smaller herd. The
narrow pipe diameter created tremendous friction losses
to the water pressure over the long distances that the water
was flowing.  Replacing the underground lines over that great
distance to meet the peak water demands was not feasible, for
it would have required diging up a public road separating the
well from the rest of the property. The only other option I had
was to create water starage at the corral.
The problem was solved by installing a giant aboveground
water tank that gravity-fed water to the trough at over 151L
per minute.  The well might take all day to fill the tank, but when
the cattle came to the trough to drink, every last one of them
got their fill in minutes.  
The change in the behavior of the cattle was remarkable.
Water ceased to be a limited resource. Their weight gains
skyrocketed and the dominant animals no longer felt the need
to control access to the water trough because water was no
longer in limited supply. Soon the stockers began to drift into
the corral one at a time to drink, after which they immediately
turned around and left. They no longer felt the need to rush
to the trough together to ensure that the first arrivals didn’t
deplete the water.  The corral dried up, the flies disappeared,
the manure stayed in the fields where it belonged, and health
concerns such as pinkeye and foot rot all disappeared because
the animals no longer spent the day surrounded by flies and
with wet muddy feet.
This process taught me the difference between a clean water
supply and an adequate clean water supply capable of
meeting the cattle’s demands.
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aron
orane

GUJ12016
Vaar: TLM03021
Moer: CFH060447

Dawie van Jaarsveld
Sel no: 079 8826 001
Email: fanievj@absamail.co.za

GUJ11009
Vaar: TLM03021
Moer: CFH060447

GUJ

Geharde Unieke Juweel
GUJ11003
Vaar: FE96075
Moer: CFH070264

GUJ1001: 2 ½ jaar oud

‘n baie belowende bul
met ‘n geweldige diepte en breedte
en het die oulikste geaardheid.

GUJ10004
Vaar: E06005
Moer: CFH08051

Vaar: TLM06506
Moer: CFH08042

GUJ11002
Vaar: TLM06506
Moer: CFH07296

Baron
CFH07298
het oor 8 spoelings
126 embrios gegee
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CFH08042 en haar kalf
GUJ12025 poena
Kalf se vaar: E08036

HOU HOM DOP

Embrio kalwers
Vaar: E08036 poena
Moer: CFH07298

GUJ12007 poena
Vaar: HVT95021
Moer: CFH07298
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You don’t have to be a fantastic
hero to do certain things –
to compete. You can be just
an ordinary chap, sufficiently
motivated to reach challenging
goals.
E dmund

H illary
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